The different energetic state of the intra A-chain/domain disulfide of insulin and insulin-like growth factor 1 is mainly controlled by their B-chain/domain.
Insulin and insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) share homologous sequence, similar three-dimensional structure, and weakly overlapping biological activity, but different folding information is stored in their homologous sequences: the sequence of insulin encodes one unique thermodynamically stable three-dimensional structure while that of IGF-1 encodes two disulfide isomers with different three-dimensional structure but similar thermodynamic stability. Their different folding behavior probably resulted from the different energetic state of the intra A-chain/domain disulfide: the intra A-chain disulfide of insulin is a stable bond while that of IGF-1 is a strained bond with high energy. To find out the sequence determinant of the different energetic state of their intra A-chain/domain disulfide, the following experiments were carried out. First, a local chimeric single-chain insulin (PIP) with the A8-A10 residues replaced by the corresponding residues of IGF-1 was prepared. Second, the disulfide stability of two global hybrids of insulin and IGF-1, Ins(A)/IGF-1(B) and Ins(B)/IGF-1(A), was investigated. The local segment swap had no effect on the fidelity of disulfide pairing and the disulfide stability of PIP molecule although the swapped segment is close to the intra A-chain/domain disulfide. In redox buffer which favors the disulfide formation for most proteins, Ins(A)/IGF-1(B) cannot form and maintain its native disulfides just like that of IGF-1, while the disulfides of Ins(B)/IGF-1(A) are stable in the same condition. One major equilibrium intermediate with two disulfides of Ins(A)/IGF-1(B) was purified and characterized. V8 endoproteinase cleavage and circular dichroism analysis suggested that the intra A-chain/domain disulfide was reduced in the intermediate. Our present results suggested that the energetic state of the intra A-chain/domain disulfide of insulin and IGF-1 was not controlled by the A-chain/domain sequence close to this disulfide but was mainly controlled by the sequence of the B-chain/domain.